
MONTENEGRO TANGO WEEKEND PROGRAMME

FRIDAY EVENING

Reception and registration: from 18.00 Dinner: 19-20.30pm

Milonga with show (Lucas y Bianca) and surprises: 21.00-1.00

Tdj: to be confirmed

SATURDAY

Workshop 1 & 2: 10am-13pm (with 10m break) Milonga 1 & 2: In-depth seminar based around

studying figures of great milongueros, with their technique and rhythmical execution.

Maestros: Anibal & Valeria

Mini local excursion: 13-15pm Organised group visit to a nearby secret charming location for co-

ffee, mini lunch and nice photos (optional)

Workshops 3 & 4: 15.30-18.30 (with 10m break) Tango 1 & 2: Techniques for different legs’ inte-

raction (ganchos, boleos, wraps etc) (all levels) Exploring variety of ornaments (all levels)

Maestros: Lucas & Bianca

EVENING Dinner: 19-20.30pm

Milonga with show (Anibal & Valeria) and surprises: 21.00-1.00

Tdj: to be confirmed

SUNDAY

Workshop 5 & 6: 10am-13pm (with 10m break) VALS 1 & 2: In-depth seminar based around stud-

ying figures of great milongueros, with their technique and rhythmical execution.

Maestros: Anibal & Valeria

Mini local excursion: 13-15pm Organised group visit to a nearby secret charming location for co-

ffee, mini lunch and nice photos (optional)

Workshops 7 & 8: 15.30-18.30 (with 10m break) Tango 3 & 4: Exploring caminatas- from simple to

complex (all levels) Technique for playing with elasticity and fluidity of the abrazo (all levels)

Maestros: Lucas & Bianca

EVENING Dinner: 19-20.30pm

Milonga with show (Lucas' concert) and surprises: 21.00-1.00

Tdj: to be confirmed.



MAESTROS

ANIBAL LAUTARO & VALERIA MASIDE

Anibal Lautaro and Valeria Maside are a couple of Argentine dancers and teachers that repre-
sents the traditional style of Buenos Aires, with a great personality and a touch of youth.They
belong to the last generation formed by real milongueros and grandmasters. Their style of tea-
ching and their personality has led them to travel the world with different shows ond take part
as dancers and maestros at prestigious festivals (Russia, China, Ukraine, Italy, Spain, Belgium,
France, Netherlands, UK, Brazil). They are choreographers, producers, and directors of the show
“100% Tango” and from 2015, also directors, organizers and producers of the “Antwerpen
Tango Festival". In ten years together they worked on creating a teaching method aiming to
simplify the difficulties, comfort, naturalness etc. without neglecting aesthetics. Their curiosity
made them take classes with many teachers of very different styles, making them experience di-
fferent types of hugs, energy, techniques, and interpretations that are now very useful tools to
exploit the capabilities of each student.

LUCAS BOOCK & BIANCA VRCAN

Lucas Boock (Argentina) and Bianca Vrcan (Montenegro), hosts of MTW are international Tango
Argentino dancers and maestros, TDjs, choreographers, organisers and versatile artists. Both are
musicians. Lucas is one the most popular contemporary Tango singers around, currently singing
with Hyperion Tango Ensamble in the most important Tango festivals. Bianca is a Tango compo-
ser, having produced a Tango album 'Made in Buenos Aires' with her 12 original compositions
for her sexteto Tanguedad in Buenos Aires in 2020. The album is available on Spotify, I tune and
other platforms. Since August last year, Lucas and Bianca are residents of Boka, Montenegro,
where they aim to bring more Tango activities and make Montenegro become popular Tango
destination. In only one year they have already organized three important events in Boka, atten-
ded by dancers from as many as 25 countries: Montenegro Tango Weekend in April 2022 was at
the Palmon Bay Hotel (Igalo), Montenegro Tango Marathon in October 2022 at the Carine Park
Hotel (Bijela) and concert by Hyperion Tango Ensemble in August 2022 in Tivat. They are very ex-
cited about their 2nd Montenegro Tango Weekend in April 2023.



BONUSBONUSBONUS

Monday Please indicate in the registration form if you wish to stay one or more days in Monte-Monday Please indicate in the registration form if you wish to stay one or more days in Monte-Monday Please indicate in the registration form if you wish to stay one or more days in Monte-
negro after the Montenegro Tango Weekend. This could be because you have a more convenientnegro after the Montenegro Tango Weekend. This could be because you have a more convenientnegro after the Montenegro Tango Weekend. This could be because you have a more convenient
flight back home on Tuesday or Wednesday or because you want to enjoy Montenegro a bit mo-flight back home on Tuesday or Wednesday or because you want to enjoy Montenegro a bit mo-flight back home on Tuesday or Wednesday or because you want to enjoy Montenegro a bit mo-
re. HOTEL If you wish to stay in the same hotel, we can arrange that for you for convenient Tangore. HOTEL If you wish to stay in the same hotel, we can arrange that for you for convenient Tangore. HOTEL If you wish to stay in the same hotel, we can arrange that for you for convenient Tango

package price.package price.package price.

MONDAY PROGRAMME For those who decide to stay longer we will prepare an interesting day
out showing you some beautiful sites of this part of Montenegro. The content will be devised ac-

cording to the number of participants and the weather. In the evening we will also arrange last
milonguita.


